partsival – Collision-based Particle and many-body Simulations on GPUs for Planetary Exploration Systems
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ABSTRACT — Nowadays simulations are crucial for timely development and cost reduction. However, large scale particle simulations are still time-consuming, as most modern simulation frameworks are CPU (Central Processing Unit) bound and thus limited in terms of parallelization. Massive parallelism would require the use of clusters or supercomputers. In this paper the GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) based massively parallel simulation framework partsival is introduced for Discrete Element Method (DEM). It targets realistic penalty based contacts on workstation computers to enable simulation and design engineers, to simulate complex particulate systems. Therefore partsival features special algorithms for implicit time integration as well as boundary conditions to further speed up the simulation. The article will show the scaling and performance compared to modern parallel CPU code, as well as the validation of the results. Another focus is on the framework architecture and usability. Finally real applications from the usage in aerospace engineering at DLR will be given.

1 Introduction

Developing new or optimizing existing locomotion systems for planetary exploration faces two major challenges: First, environmental conditions like reduced gravity are hard to mimic in laboratories. Second, physical prototyping can be time-consuming and cost-intensive. To address both, virtual prototypes are simulated to verify new designs and concepts, e.g. for rover wheels, before first physical prototypes are constructed. Often a method to model soil is required to correctly simulate tool interactions. A common way is the Discrete Element Method (DEM) which discretizes soil volumes into particles. The software currently used for DEM computations at DLR is a CPU-bound, multi-threaded engine. Due to its high degree of parallelism, the DEM profits from being executed on graphics processing units (GPUs). In order to make absolute statements and predictions, high accuracy is required and therefore the penalty based contact formulation is
preferred, as it will be explained in section 2.1. However, most of the DEM implementations for
GPUs employ constraint based, hard contact formulations [1], e.g. Project Chrono [2]. Therefore,
this paper presents partsival – a collision-based particle simulation framework targeting graphics
cards [1].

To allow for integration into the existing visualization software DLR SimVis [3], which is based
on OpenSceneGraph (OSG) [4], the library is provided as a so called NodeKit, a plugin, extending
OSG. All relevant computations for numerical integration, inter-particle and particle-mesh contacts
are executed on the GPU using OpenGL as rendering and compute framework to ensure vendor
independency, to integrate natively into OSG and to avoid context switches and synchronization.

In this article, first the state of the art is shown and it is stated why partsival is not simply
yet another engine. Second, partsival’s architecture is covered, followed by an explanation of the
underlying physics and numerics. The correctness of the engine and its contact models is verified
by comparing simulation results of partsival to those of reference implementations in existing
DEM frameworks. Furthermore, the performance gain to CPU bound code is evaluated with more
detailed profiling results highlighting computational bottlenecks. Finally, simulations from engi-
eering and science are given proving partsival’s applicability to real-world problem domains.

2 State of the Art

This section presents the state of the art for DEM simulations. At first, the Discrete Element
Method is introduced and existing frameworks are evaluated. Afterwards, the basic concepts of
GPU computing are covered which are required for the understandig of the rest of this article.

2.1 Discrete Element Method

The DEM represents granular matter as discrete particles. Each particle corresponds to a volume
of grains rather than a single grain due to computational complexity [5]. Commonly, spherical
particles are used, allowing for efficient contact detection and force calculations, but more complex
geometries are possible as well [6].

Within a simulation, a spherical particle $i$ can be represented by a set of (time dependent)
state variables including its radius $r_i$, mass $m_i$, inertia $\vec{I}_i$, position $\vec{x}(t)_i$, velocity $\vec{v}(t)_i$, rotation
unit quaternion $q(t)_i$ and angular velocity $\vec{\omega}(t)_i$. Note that some contact models require additional
attributes, e.g. initial contact points between particles [7]. From these variables, particle dynamics
can be computed by numerically integrating NEWTON and EULER equations:

$$m_i \ddot{x}_i = \sum_{j=0}^{n} F_{ij}$$

$$\vec{I}_i \cdot \dot{\vec{\omega}}_i + \vec{\omega}_i \times \vec{I}_i \cdot \dot{\vec{\omega}}_i = \sum_{j=0}^{n} \vec{I}_{ij}$$
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This requires to evaluate force $\vec{F}_{ij}^C$ and torque $\vec{T}_{ij}^C$ which are provided by contact models and the correspondent contact detection algorithms. Depending on the use case and simulated material, different contact models can be applied to calculate forces and torques exerted on a particle [7]. One possibility are hard particles which employ contact constraints, with a constraint solver resolving violations in each iteration of the simulation loop. As shown in [9] this approach has improved computational efficiency for low numbers of iterations. However, if sufficient accuracy for absolute prediction of forces and torques is required, constraint contact models tend to perform similar to penalty based models or worse. These considerations from [9] are well in line with our experience.

Thus in practical, particles are considered soft bodies which can be deformed based on their stiffness. Thereby particles are modeled as rigid spheres and deformation is represented by overlapping contacting particles. Fig. 1 depicts this concept as Kelvin Elements. Normal contact forces can be calculated using Hertzian contact laws whereas Coulomb friction determines tangential forces. From the latter one, torques are obtained necessary to solve Equation 2.

Besides particle-particle contacts, most simulations require to compute tool interactions with granular matter. A common way of representing objects in computer graphics is by means of triangulated surface meshes which reduces particle-mesh contacts to sphere-triangle interactions with simpler intersection tests [10].

As mentioned above, DEM systems are numerically integrated over time which is due to the non-linearity and discontinuity of underlying ordinary differential equations [11]. Implicit time integration methods like the predictor-corrector integrator Newmark-$\beta$ [12] are preferred over explicit ones [10] since they provide improved system stability and allow for larger time step sizes. The main disadvantage of implicit integrators compared to explicit schemes is that each corrector iteration requires the evaluation of contact detection and contact models, which is an issue for GPU based frameworks as will be explained later. This problem may be overcome using the force-predictive implicit integration scheme from [13].

2.2 DEM Simulation Frameworks

There are numerous DEM simulation frameworks available with five of them being evaluated here: LIGGGHTS [14], YADE [15], EDEM [16], Project Chrono [2] and Pasimodo [10]. Almost all of them provide predefined contact models, (explicit) integration schemes and extension points to add missing functionality, e.g. implicit integrators. Pasimodo and YADE are CPU bound by using the
message passing interface (MPI) and OpenMP for parallelization. EDEM, LIGGGHTS and Project Chrono provide GPU acceleration through OpenCL or Nvidia CUDA with disadvantages covered in the next section. Project Chrono, however, supports GPU computing only for hard contacts. EDEM is designed to be used with its own GUI and its proprietary nature prevents being natively integrated into OSG applications. An additional requirement imposed on partsival is to select floating point precision on simulation startup. This is not supported by these frameworks since precision is either fixed at compile time of the engine or of the simulation or cannot be changed at all. Regarding software architecture, these frameworks feature a large number of components and abstraction layers. The target user group at DLR however are engineers rather than software developers and therefore complex class hierarchies are more hindering than helpful. Additionally some frameworks do not provide plugin interfaces, which requires access and manual alterations to the library source code.

In consequence of the above discussion, it has been decided to create a custom GPU based, lightweight DEM framework tailored to the requirements imposed by the simulations at DLR.

2.3 GPU Computing

Today’s graphics hardware features a hierarchical architecture tailored to GPU computing [17, 18]. For this introduction, Nvidia’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is used as a reference. Furthermore, note that only compute relevant components are covered and rendering related ones are omitted.

At top level, a Nvidia GPU is divided into graphics processing clusters (GPCs), each containing a set of streaming multiprocessors (SM). Each SM contains a large number of CUDA cores, capable of integer and floating point arithmetic, load/store units for data access and special function units for e.g. square root operations. The memory model follows a similar hierarchy: Each CUDA core has its dedicated set of private registers. They also have access to the shared memory of their SM which allows for communication of threads executed on the same multiprocessor. On the highest level, L2 caches and memory controllers allow to access the graphics card’s main memory.

The programming paradigms of available computing frameworks are tightly coupled to the GPU architecture. Code executed on the GPU is programmed in compute shaders which define the control flow of a single thread. When dispatched to the graphics card, multiple instances of this thread are created called work items. Each work item belongs to a local work group which are further subsumed into one global work group. Work items are scheduled in groups of 32 called warps executing code in lockstep. Therefore, local work group size should be a multiple of the warp size to increase occupancy. The optimal size however depends on the GPU and should be tweaked to maximize throughput.

All work items within a work group execute the same instruction on different data, shifting the focus from “what should each thread do” to “on which data should each thread operate” [1].

Although very similar to single instruction multiple data (SIMD), this concept is called single
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1Note that this article uses the nomenclature of OpenGL. Concepts however are also valid for other frameworks.

264 in case of AMD GPUs.
instruction multiple thread (SIMT) to underline the multi-threaded execution of work items. Since all work items have to execute the same instruction, branching control flow should be avoided because each code path has to be run sequentially. When accessing shared or global memory, additional synchronization has to be applied in code to avoid write after write (WAW) or read after write (RAW) errors between work items.

From the available frameworks capable of GPU computing – Microsoft Direct Compute [19], OpenCL [20], Nvidia CUDA [21], Vulkan [22] and OpenGL [23] – the last one has been chosen for partsival due to several reasons. At first, it is available for all operating systems and grants independency from graphics cards vendors. In contrast to the relatively new Vulkan specification, it is well established with a stable API and plenty of documentation. Since on-line visualization is a major goal of the framework, interoperability between render and compute framework have to be considered as well. By using OpenGL for both, communication overhead and context switches are avoided since render shaders can directly access results from compute shaders. Furthermore, existing components of the OSG OpenGL abstraction layer can be reused allowing to integrate GPU computing natively into OSG programs.

3 Architecture

This section covers the software architecture of the simulation framework as well as the graphical user interface (GUI) and available programming models.

3.1 Simulation Framework

The general software architecture of partsival is depicted in Fig. 2. To add DEM capabilities to an OSG program, an instance of ParticleSystem is added to the scene graph. This main class is used to configure a simulation by defining attributes and behavior of particles. It also controls the simulation loop and rendering. At the moment, the number of particles within a system is fixed and cannot be changed dynamically at runtime.

Particle attributes are defined by providing an identifying name and the data type, e.g. scalar integers or vectors. The particle system internally creates a shader storage buffer object (SSBO) which allocates memory on the GPU. Its size is defined by the number of particles times the size of the data type. The buffer is returned allowing to initialize its content and therefore the attributes for each particle. A special method to create “dynamic” floating point vectors is provided which uses either single or double precision depending on the float precision hint set to the particle system. Since the OpenGL shading language (GLSL) is type safe, shaders have to know the chosen precisions as well. This is accomplished by using partsival’s types (e.g. psv_float) in GPU code. When a shader is created, its source is loaded via the ShaderPreprocessor which resolves them to their native equivalents, e.g. double and float for double and single precision respectively. On newer graphics hardware also half precision is available, but omitted in partsival for numerical stability reasons.
Setting up volumes of particles and their attributes is a recurring step when building simulations. The preferred way to take over this task is to implement reusable ParticlePackages which can be applied to a ParticleSystem. partsival ships with packages suitable for the built-in contact models arranging particles in a face centered cubic (FCC) structure.

The simulation loop is defined by attaching SimulationSteps to the ParticleSystem. Each SimulationStep provides a single, reusable functionality, e.g. a contact detection model or an integrator. SimulationSteps have one or more Runnables, because multiple operations might be required, e.g. contact detection followed by force calculation. Since all computations are offloaded to the GPU, a runnable contains a compute shader and provides a simple interface for its execution, e.g. by controlling the size of the global work group (cf. section 2.3). A specialized IntervalRunnable allows to call a shader only every \( n \)-th time step. On execution, a SimulationStep binds required attribute buffers to the OpenGL context to make them accessible for the compute shaders of its runnables. Their unique attribute names are used to determine the variables to which the buffers are bound. To avoid data races, each Runnable employs a memory barrier to synchronize writes with subsequent compute or render shaders. SimulationSteps and Runnables are invoked in the order they have been added to their respective parent object.

When the simulation loop has completed, the particle system is rendered. To do so, the user has to provide render shaders as well as the geometry of a single particle in form of a mesh. partsival ships with pre-defined renderers and geometry for spherical particles to get users started quickly. Note that at the moment, the geometry is used for visualization only and has no effect on contact detection and force evaluation. Instancing is used to efficiently display all particles with a single OpenGL draw call avoiding massive CPU overhead [23]. Furthermore, render shaders have direct access to the SSBOs holding particle attributes computed previously. Therefore, no context switch or data copying impacts performance.

For post-processing of simulation results, it is necessary to persist the system state. partsival provides an interface to define particle attribute serializers which can be added at arbitrary points
of the simulation loop. To limit output file sizes and impact on performance (since data has to be copied from GPU to CPU), an interval can be specified to dump the state only every $n$-th time step. Two built-in serializers are provided, one printing to the standard output device and one writing to file in H5Part format \cite{24} which allows to load and visualize results in ParaView \cite{25}.

### 3.2 User Interface & Programming Models

Besides high performance and accuracy, partsival has to be easy to use to efficiently support engineers’ day-to-day development flow. Therefore another main focus has been usability and user experience resulting in two major paths that are closely entwined: A graphical user interface (GUI) and a highly abstracted C++ layer for interfacing to the main library of partsival.

The first allows to specify a model and simulation by simply calling functions and creating instances of objects – both concepts well known from common numerical tools in CAE and numerics. The API is documented using doxygen and example models provide insight to all major functions and features. These “programmed” models allow for high degrees of automation, variation and even optimization needed in modern development. In order to allow to create simpler models without any programming knowledge at all, the GUI partsivalQT (Fig. 3) features the main functionality, too. However, its main focus is not direct modeling but creating a more shallow learning curve towards programming models via C++. Therefore it provides an auto code generation feature, that records every GUI action and writes the correspondent code in a ready to compile and ready to use model. Thus the user is able to understand which GUI-actions refer to the code that has to be used to automate this part of the model. So far this concept has proven to be a great success.

Fig. 3: partsivalQT - the graphical interface to partsival. The example shows a dynamic snowman dropping into particles and has been fully implemented using the GUI.
Besides mentioned interfaces, partsival features a full python wrapper "pysival" to allow for scripted modeling. For the input of parameters in both C++ and python a simple json parser is used and also features a routine for automatic JSON input file creation in external variational analysis and optimizations.

4 Physics, Modeling and Solver

In this section the physics modeled in partsival as well as the boundary conditions and numerical algorithms will be explained. partsival features several ideas from recent research well ahead of the state of the art. These special features of the simulator will be highlighted.

4.1 Contact Detection

As partsival is developed mainly for dense particle packings, where neighborhoods persist over several time steps, the neighborhood search is implemented using a broad and a near phase. The first one has been designed to create a VERLET list \[26\]. The VERLET list has been chosen as a memory saving and yet still efficient algorithm. Building the list is implemented as a separate IntervalRunnable since the algorithm is of complexity \(O(n^2)\). It is planned to include several more broad phase algorithms to improve performance for certain simulation cases by lowering complexity to \(O(n \cdot \log(n))\). So far, contact detection is improved as every particle searches for neighbors with higher IDs only. Thus contacts may later be calculated per contact pair rather than per particle. However, this requires special routines to ensure that memory conflicts and race conditions due to lockstep execution on the GPU are avoided. The near phase is implemented in the contact models themselves which allows for overlap based forces and attractive forces without alteration of the framework. The VERLET radius has to be chosen carefully, to reduce branching control flow in the consecutive step: If only one particle of a work group detects contact in near phase, all non contacting particles in this work group have to wait for completion of the full contact model evaluation, too.

4.2 Contact Models and Boundary Conditions

The contact models included in partsival are currently mainly focused on the simulation of sandy and cohesive soils. The main model is therefore a combination of Hertzian contact in normal direction and regularized stick-slip friction in tangential direction. The normal force \(\mathbf{F}_{N}^{ij}\) between particles \(i\) and \(j\) for one time step evaluates to \([5]\):

\[
\mathbf{F}_{N}^{ij} = \left( \frac{2E}{3(1-v^2)} \sqrt{r_c^{ij} \delta^{ij}} \right) \mathbf{n}_c + k_{Nmin}^{ij} \dot{\mathbf{\delta}}^{ij} 
\]

\[
k_{Nmin}^{ij} = D \cdot \frac{4}{3} \sqrt{\frac{\rho P E \pi \cdot \min(r_{ij})^4}{1-v^2}}; \quad \forall D \in [0.1, 0.3] \quad (4)
\]
with $E, \nu, \vec{\delta}_{ij}, r_{ij}, \vec{n}_{ij}$ being the **Young’s modulus**, **Poisson ratio**, inter-particle overlap, the contact radius and the contact normal vector respectively. The damping factor $k_{N_{\text{min}}}^{ij}$ is evaluated for the smaller of the two particles using LEHR’s damping fraction $D$, particles density $\rho_p$, particle radius $r_i$ and the maximum assumed overlap $\delta_0$. To calculate a physical damping value, the user has to enter LEHR’s damping fraction only. The frictional force $\vec{F}_{ij}^{cT}$ evaluates to [8]:

$$
\vec{F}_{ij}^{cT} = c_{ij}^{cT} \cdot \vec{\delta}_{ij}^{cT} \cdot \text{sign} \left( \vec{\delta}_{ij}^{cT} \cdot \dot{\vec{\delta}}_{ij}^{cT} \right) + k_{ij}^{cT} \cdot \dot{\vec{\delta}}_{ij}^{cT}; \quad \vec{F}_{ij}^{hT} = |\vec{F}_{ij}^{cT}| \cdot \tan(\phi_h)
$$

with $c_{ij}^{cT}, \vec{\delta}_{ij}^{cT}, k_{ij}^{cT}$ and $\phi_{g,h}$ are the **tangential stiffness**, deformation of the tangential Kelvin element, **tangential damping** and the angle of slipping and sticking friction respectively. The regularization velocity $v_{ij}^{T_{\text{min}}}$ is used to allow for stable sticking. For rolling resistance, the simple rolling friction model developed in [7] is used to provide comparability to other frameworks. For more complex analysis, partsival also features the tilting contact model proposed in [5, 27]. The parameters of the contact models are determined from real material values using the method proposed in [8]. This procedure is mostly integrated into partsival to ease the parametrization for the user. The main particle-particle contact is implemented using one IntervalRunnable and two Runnable\s. The first one generates the VERLET-List followed by a preparation step, copying the contacts from the previous time step. Computation is concluded by the near-phase contact detection and contact force calculation within the last Runnable. Additional contact models include:

- cohesion forces,
- persistent forces to clump particles,
- and fully user defined plugin contact models.

Thereby the plugin models are written as simplified compute shaders – the user only needs to pass the equations needed, without caring about variable availability. Hence all the interfacing overhead is taken away from the user who only has to define the equations to calculate the forces/torques and thus accelerations respectively. Additional force models may be implemented as Runnable or IntervalRunnable dependent on the users choice.

partsival provides state of the art smooth and rough boundary conditions for DEM (see [28]). In order to speed up simulations, symmetry conditions [28] as well as rheonomic and dynamic boundary conditions are implemented. The latter two are rough boundaries moving in $\mathbb{R}^3$. The difference between these two is that rheonomic conditions move at predefined velocity profiles whereas dynamic boundaries move exactly according to the tool’s path. Thereby the tool is allowed to move with 6 DOF and full dynamics. Using this class of moving boundaries, a set of boundary particles is fixed at 0 DOF around the influence region. Particles outside of this region are deactivated and thus
not part of the calculations, but are retained in GPU memory to avoid GPU-CPU communication. The different regions of particles are determined by membership functions shown in detail in [28]. Fig. 4 shows the procedure and different particle regions. For recent GPUs, dynamic boundaries yield enormous performance gains if the influence region includes at least 20000 particles to maximize the GPU utilization. Thus these boundaries are especially worthy for multi- and large-scale simulations.

4.3 Time Integration

As it has been mentioned in section 2.1, implicit integration schemes are favourable in DEM simulations. However they do not feature the ease of implementation of explicit schemes. Implicit schemes are widely implemented as predictor corrector algorithms. Especially for GPU computation, the renewed force calculation in the corrector loop causes problems. In partisal, renewed contact detection and force calculation would not be possible without either sacrificing performance or extensibility. Thus the force-predictive LICHTENHELDT-jolt integration scheme proposed in [13] is adopted. However, experience showed that the multi-step BEEMAN scheme known from molecular dynamics [29] of order 4 yields better results than the previously used NEMARK-β scheme. Thus the LICHTENHELDT-jolt-BEEMAN scheme predictor yields:

\[
\ddot{x}_c(t+\Delta t) = (1-\alpha)\cdot \ddot{x}_l(t+\Delta t) + \alpha \cdot \ddot{x}_r(t+\Delta t) ; \forall \alpha \in [0,1] \tag{8}
\]

\[
\dot{x}_c(t+\Delta t) = \dot{x}_m(t) + \kappa^{-1} \cdot \Delta t \cdot (7 \cdot \ddot{x}_0(t+\Delta t) + 6 \cdot \ddot{x}_m(t) - \ddot{x}_m(t-\Delta t)) ; \kappa = 24 \tag{9}
\]

\[
\ddot{x}_0(t+\Delta t) = \ddot{x}_m(t) + \kappa^{-1} \cdot \Delta t \cdot (3 \cdot \dddot{x}_0(t+\Delta t) + 10 \cdot \dddot{x}_m(t) - \dddot{x}_m(t-\Delta t)) ; \kappa = 24 \tag{10}
\]
with \( \alpha \) being the weight between left and right handed accelerations. Using this implicit prediction, the semi-implicit corrector loop is then calculated as follows:

\[
\ddot{\mathbf{x}}_{c}^{n}(t + \Delta t) = \ddot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t) + \xi \int_{\Delta t}^{0} \left( \nabla \mathbf{x}_{m}^{n}(t) \right) \, \mathbf{d} \mathbf{x}; \quad \forall \xi \in [0, 1] \tag{11}
\]

\[
\ddot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t + \Delta t) = \ddot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t) + \Delta t \cdot \dot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t) + \kappa^{-1} \cdot \Delta t^{2} \left( 3 \cdot \dot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t + \Delta t) + 10 \cdot \dot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t) - 2 \cdot \dot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t - \Delta t) \right) ; \kappa = 24 \tag{12}
\]

with \( \xi \) being the weight for the force-law based part of the acceleration. As the velocity is not required for iteration, it is just calculated once outside of the loop in order to improve performance:

\[
\dot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t + \Delta t) = \dot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t) + \kappa^{-1} \cdot \Delta t \left( 10 \cdot \ddot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t + \Delta t) + 16 \cdot \ddot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t) - 2 \cdot \ddot{\mathbf{x}}_{m}^{n}(t - \Delta t) \right) ; \kappa = 24 \tag{13}
\]

The corrector is stopped after a fixed number of iterations according to [30]. As per [13], the force prediction error can be evaluated after the time step has been completed with no cost, as the contacts have to be evaluated anyway. This error is then used to control the variable time step size. Rotational values are integrated accordingly. The time integration is implemented using two Runnable: The integration scheme itself and the evaluation of the force error for step size control. The control of the time step size is then carried out on the CPU.

### 4.4 Multi Body Interaction

“External” rigid bodies are modeled as meshed surfaces in partsival to simplify the complex contact situation of arbitrary shapes to the well defined contact between spheres and triangles.

The interaction is implemented as five Runnable/IntervalRunnable. At first, an axis aligned bounding box (AABB) is computed for each triangle which serves as input to the second step, a broad phase contact detection similar to the VERLET list of particle-particle contacts. Both are implemented in terms of IntervalRunnable to improve performance. Afterwards, the copy contacts Runnable (as described for particle-particle contacts) is invoked followed by the actual contact model including the near phase of contact detection. In order to calculate the resulting loads on external bodies, the forces and torques acting on each triangle are summed up at the end [10]. This is carried out in a parallel reduction operation to facilitate the full potential of parallel processing on the GPU. The summed loads are then transferred to the CPU as two compact \( \mathbb{R}^{3} \) vectors.

As the movement of single external bodies has to be possible in partsival in order to perform stand alone single wheel simulations and such, it features a dedicated integrator for external bodies. For simplicity and performance the VERLET scheme [26] is used. Single degrees of freedom may be locked and/or the body may be moved rheonomically along user defined functions instead of evaluating its dynamics.

As complex mechanisms commonly employ special forces and constraint based joints, partsival does not aim to cover those. Instead a TCP-IP based co-simulation interface allows to couple it to other simulators directly or via a moderator setting an interfacing time step. This co-simulation, the contact models and boundary conditions implemented in partsival allow for simulations similar to the complex analysis on the CPU shown in [28] [31].
5 Benchmark and Validation

In this section, partsival is compared to well verified commercial CPU-bound DEM code in regard to performance and accuracy.

5.1 Benchmark Model

In order to allow for a fair comparison, a simulation scenario which contains dense as well as free flow states of granular matter is used. This ensures that the performance gain of partsival is not only due to the possibly longer intervals in between the renewed contact detection cycles. All contact models, boundary conditions and even the time integrator are identically implemented in both frameworks, so that performance increases are solely due to the code and hardware platform.

The scenario is a piling process in a closed container with an inclined plane attached to a wall (Fig. 5). At the beginning, particles are falling in a loose package \((t_0)\) onto the plane where a first pile emerges \((t_1)\). When the angle of repose is exceeded, particles are flowing down \((t_2)\) and finally form another pile on the ground \((t_3)\). With this scenario almost all states of granular material are covered: Free falling non-contacting particles, dense stationary packages and particulate flow. In order to assess the performance, the particle count is increased by simply using higher numbers of particle layers in the width \(d\) as shown in Fig. 5 on the left.

5.2 Validation

A first validation was carried out with a “bouncing two spheres” model to examine the energy conversation and numerical stability of the framework. In this model one dynamic sphere is falling and bouncing on top of another, fixed sphere. This check yielded great accordance between the
partsival simulations, analytical calculations and CPU-code experiments. Quantitative comparisons are given in the following paragraphs.

Using the previously described piling benchmark model, the comparison of both simulators in Fig. 6 yields almost perfect resemblance of the CPU-reference simulation. As it can be seen, throughout the whole process both provide almost identical results. In order to allow for a direct comparison of the final state and thus the stationary angle of repose, Fig. 7 shows an overlay of both simulation states. Thereby the CPU-code is shown as translucent green particles, while partsival’s particles are shown in colored opaque style. The angles are in good accordance: partsival yields an average angle of repose of $28.5^\circ$ and the CPU-code yields $27.6^\circ$ and thus partsival is within $3.3\%$ of error. With the error range lower than $5\%$, partsival shows sufficiently high accuracy, as the errors are mostly resulting from CPU multiprocessing and implementation details.

It is noteworthy that the CPU code has some level of indeterministic behavior explained by the fact that distributing particles on different CPU cores will impose differences on microscopic level, making predictions for single particles indeterministic, while the macroscopic result stays deterministic. This results from the operating system and other processes influencing the scheduling, load control and instruction queue on the CPU (cf. [15]). Thus single particles may even end up in different positions in subsequent simulation runs. The models currently contained in partsival do not feature this behavior thus simulation runs have deterministic results.
5.3 Performance Benchmark

The particle count for this benchmark is increased from starting with low numbers of a few thousand particles up to almost one million of particles. The test had to be stopped at this number, as the CPU-code would not have finished within reasonable time on given resources, while partsival was successfully tested to deliver results even for several million particles. As CPU-bound code does not scale well using low numbers of particles and large numbers of CPU cores, the number of cores is increased together with the particle count. Thereby up to a maximum of 48 threads the optimal number of 2000 particles per thread is kept. Constant work group sizes for all the simulations are used, optimized for the targeted GPU (cf. section 2.3), the Nvidia top level card.
Quadro GP100. This card was chosen, as it delivers similar performance in single and double precision and features 16 GB of main memory. The GPU-setup is operated on a workstation using an Intel Xeon E5-1620v3 CPU with 32 GB of main memory. In single precision the GP100 performs similar to the cheaper GeForce GTX1080 and is out performed by the GTX1080Ti. Both of these gaming grade cards cannot hold up in double precision computations and are thus omitted for this benchmark. The CPU used for the benchmark was chosen to be in the same price segment and thus yielded in a dual Intel Xeon E5-2697v2 setup with 128 GB of main memory.

As it can be seen in the logarithmic plot in Fig. 7, partsival outperforms the CPU-based code starting from the lowest numbers of particles on and keeps the lead even in the highest numbers. Starting from 50000 particles the performance difference is decreased, which is due to the fact that the Verlet list algorithm in partsival is still $O(n^2)$, while the CPU code features a complexity of $O(n \cdot \log(n))$. However, it was not possible to find an intersection of both graphs – partsival keeps the lead. Thus even though there is further potential for speeding up the performance, partsival is even better than expected. In single floating point precision mode, partsival is getting even faster and performs very well on cheap consumer grade GPUs. While evaluation in test simulations showed that single precision is not suited for absolute predictions single precision simulations may be used for relative statements like variational analysis or optimization runs. Hence for big simulation campaigns cheaper hardware might be sufficient, while further speeding up computation.

While the comparison needed to be stopped before reaching $1 \times 10^9$ particles, partsival has been tested up to $2 \times 10^9$ particles. In this range it was still possible to run shorter simulations in reasonable time. The bottleneck of the calculation is the more and more sequential calculation because the limits for fully parallel operations are exceeded by far.

In terms of GPU memory usage, partsival consumes constant 32.2 MiB plus 3.9 KiB per particle for single precision as well as constant 41.3 MiB plus 7.1 KiB per particle for double precision in an ideally linear scaling, as no additional overhead is imposed. For single/double precision, this results in 2.0/1.1 million particles on a GTX1080, 2.8/1.5 million on a GTX1080Ti and 4.1/2.2 million on a GP100. With single step integrators this number could even be increased as the particle inventory could be shrunk.

Analyzing the time spent per SimulationStep yields the results shown in Fig. 8. It is clearly visible that the contact detection and contact model is the actual bottleneck of the computation. Thus this performance potential will be freed in future versions by implementing more efficient contact detection, especially for dense granular phases.

6 Applications

In this section simulations solving real-world problems in engineering and science are shown to stress partsival’s applicability in a variety of domains.
6.1 Scout Rover & Conventional Rover Wheels

partsival has been used to develop a novel wheel concept for both extremely soft and hard terrain featuring obstacles not traversable for current exploration rovers. A screenshot of this study is shown in Fig. 9 displaying a so called rimless wheel which allows to swim through the softest regolith and also aims for milli-g locomotion. It also enables resonant operation on hard ground to move on unstructured terrain in an energy efficient manner \[32\]. With this example the first long range DEM-simulation in DLR was conducted, made possible by partsival. Fig. 10 shows this large scale simulation of the single wheel traveling 6 m. In this simulation approx. 750000 particles are used to model the regolith. One full run of the simulation took roughly two hours and twenty minutes of real time. A similar simulation utilizing commonly used CPU code would have lasted several days.

Apart from the rimless wheel, studies on conventional rover wheels can be conducted as well (cf. Fig. 4). Thereby resulting, partsival will be used for the first extensive wheel optimization campaign for planetary rovers.

![Fig. 9: Simulation of a scout rover wheel with almost 300000 particles for 3 m, dark particles denote particles inactivated by the dynamic boundaries.](image)

6.2 Automated Soil Preparation

The need for automated soil preparation arises mainly from laboratory tests for planetary exploration rovers and the requirement for reproducible soil conditions. In order to find suitable trajectories and tools for automated soil preparation, simulations are conducted. Results allow to program

![Fig. 10: Large scale simulation of 6 m distance with a scout rover wheel with approx. 750000 particles.](image)
industrial robots, like the DLR TROLL facility [33], to prepare a soil bin in less than a minute, while the state of the art manual preparation lasts hours and provides results of strongly varying quality. The robot, however, creates the required level of reproducibility and allows for faster and cheaper test campaigns. As a technology transfer, these techniques may also be transferred to agriculture or powder processing and enhance crop yields or reduce production cost.

Fig. 11: Tillage tool driven through the soil in order to loosen up the soil volume. Image credit: Christian Mack, DLR-SR.

Fig. 12: Left: Sandwatch-like piling experiment to assess the behaviour of granular material in different gravitational environments [34]. Image credit: Shoko Ono, DLR-SR. Right: Bevameter simulation using partsival with symmetry conditions to allow a quarter simulation of the bucket. Image credit: Shoko Ono, DLR-SR.
6.3 Piling

This application (Fig. 12, left) has been built to provide a narrow particulate flow to measure both static and dynamic angle of repose in granular material. This allows for simple and fast numerical experiments to first analyze the detailed influence of contact model parameters on the shear strength and second the influence of different gravities [34]. From this simulation, scaling laws for the development of planetary exploration gear, most prominently planetary rovers, may be derived.

6.4 Bevameter

The bevameter developed by Bekker [35] is a common tool to measure soil parameters and conditions in terramechanics. In simulation it is used to validate new DEM soil models as well as to assess influences of environmental conditions like gravity on shear strength. The model is implemented to be a quarter model of the cylindrical bin as shown on the right in Fig. 12. Therefore the symmetry features of partsival are used. In addition, dynamic boundaries have been applied to keep a constant depth of active particles below the indentation plate.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This article presented partsival, a novel, high performance GPU-computing framework for accurate particle simulations. partsival features contact physics, boundaries and time integration beyond the current state of the art of other frameworks. With the piling simulation, a benchmark application has been implemented to validate and measure the performance gain of partsival compared to a state-of-the art CPU framework. By combining GPU computing and a soft contact approach, it is possible to reach high accuracy while at the same time speeding simulations up by factors of $\approx 10$ at the current state. Given the rapid-model prototyping by allowing to switch floating point precision after compile time, model development in DEM can speed up significantly.

Given the profiling results, future versions will incorporate more efficient contact detection algorithms to further improve the performance. The interface concept focuses on highly efficient automation of simulation processes to lower the human interaction with simulation campaigns. At the same time, partsival provides faster learning success to simulation engineers with the software by means of auto-generated code by the easy to use GUI.

Future work will focus on both performance and additional features. The performance improvements over common CPU-code allow for more complex grains. Thus clump particles will be added to allow for more accurate simulations. Additionally, the user interface is another point of interest, in order to further improve the user experience for simulation engineers. With this ongoing simplification of usage and abstraction of complex simulation structures, more and more applications at DLR will be simulated via partsival.
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